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Every god earns as many gas they have Life Points.
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Place the 9 Promise Tokens without looking at them, face
down, on each of the nine Worlds of Yggdrasil.

I shall tell you the truth, now you are out of my castle, and if I live and have a
say, you shall never enter it again, and I would indeed never have let you in if I had
known your strength beforehand, and you were very close to bringing us a great disaster.
The Iotunns’ Strenght is 3.
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Place 1 Son of Bergelmir in Iotunheim G.
The Sons of Bergelmir are Enemies. The rules concerning Enemies
(devastated World, defeat conditions...) apply to them.
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1 - Move the Son of Bergelmir to the World directly above the World where
he currently is.
2 - Turn the mid-level clockwise 1 position.
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Turn the page when you have flipped all the Promise Tokens on each
of the nine Worlds.
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Retreat: the World directly below
Strenght:: 3
Strenght

On the World where you are, flip the Promise
Token face up.
That Promise Token remains visible until the end
of the game.
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Take as many Risks as the number of
visible Perjuries Tokens +1.
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Place 1 Son of Bergelmir on each Eye Token.
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The Iotunns’ Strenght is 5.
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Retreat: the World directly below
Strenght:: 5
Strenght
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1 - Move each Son of Bergelmir to the World directly
above the World where they currently are.
2 - Turn the mid-level clockwise 1 position.
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the top of his Fortress, Utgardloki challenged Thor to complete 3 tasks:
defeat an old lady,
raise the paw of a cat,
drink the mead horn to the last drop.
But Thor could not achieve any of them. As Great Master of the Illusion,
Utgardloki had rigged the trials. No old lady but Elli, the personnification of old
age that no one can beat. No Paw of cat but the tail of Iormungand, the sea
serpent of Midgard. And a mead horn directly connected with the ocean that
Thor could not empty.

